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Project Background 
The site was an UNECO's world heritage located in 
Datong, north of China. With the acidic moisture formed 
by condensation water and local pollutant, the Yungang 
Grottos was suffered serious corrosion in recent years. 
The primary objective of the shelter design is providing 
sufficient protection to the Grottos. 
The length of the cliff is more than 1 km and the height is 
around 23m. As an experimental design and to simplify the 
situations, cave 14-20 was the major design area. 
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Buddha & BodJii Tree 
Generally we have three approaches for heritage 
01. Returning it to origin 
02. Keeping it unchanged 
03. Evolving It by adding new elements 
For Yungang Grottos, the best solution is keeping it 
unchanged. However, scientists still have no idea in 
resolving problems like condensation water, erosion and 
pollution starting from Qing Dynasty. The problems could 
be resolved by constructing a shelter, however the idea of 
shelter protection conflicts the Idea of keeping unchanged 
at the beginning. 
New spaces created from the shelter definitely would 
change the existing quality. It is unrealistic to expect a 
structure which could protect the grottos and have no 
influence on existing context at the same time, considering 
nowadays technology. 
Therefore, integration between the structure and grottos 
becomes the key in the shelter design, especially on the 
aspect of spatial perception. The perception includes 
understanding of history, art, religion and the original 
spatial experience. 
One option is returning it to origin by building a shelter 
following rules of former times. It would have the least 
impact to the grottos, however since the grottos were 
made in different period, historians in China still have 
no agreement on the styles of the shelter. With various 
dimensions of the Buddha, 
since the former styles fixed the 
the shelter. 
.Current Situation o A 
.Returning it to Origin o 
.Keeping it unchanged A 
.Evolving it by adding new elements 
P Latest Technology 
c a 
We believe the latest technology in construction and structure understanding could bring new possibilities to the heritage perseveration. The latest 
technology in digital design, manufacturing and construction could provide a spacious area and flexibility in shelter design. The major difficulty is how to 
use the new technology to reflect our respect to Yungang Grottos in terms of history, religion and art, and this is our fundament concern. 
Buddha & Bodhi Tree 
Concept 
1 protection layer, the basic concept 
is preserving the existing spacious volume under nature 
lighting. 
Instead of treating the Grottos as a display of an object in 
the past like museums or gallery, the intention for providing 
a spacious volume is maintaining the original peaceful 
environment and sense of holiness. 
Within above considerations, the form was driven by two 
main factors: structure and response to the Grottos. 
In order to have the least impact to the cliff, the first step 
was seeking a self-standing form as the basic module. 
With the study in nature and architecture development, 
a form which is similar to a reversed cone and guided by 
parabola was chosen. 
Middle: I 
Bottom: New Trade Foir Milon, Mossimiliono Fuksos 
I 
The parti were generally developed as a shell structure supported by the modules which wer arranged according to the caves. 
Resolution Study of the Upper Ring Deflection 
1 :0.4 (010m) 
Buddha & BodJii Tree 
As a start of the basic feasibility investigation 
simulation were done to compi 
chosen module under different ratios between upper and 
bottom circle (right). 
The analysis shows the reduction of column base diameter 
leads to the Increase of pressure and deflection to the 
However, in terms of providing spacious volume for visitors 
and proportion beauty, ratio between 0.2-0.4 is more 
The conflict was resolved by adding 
part as tension member. The simulation on the left shows 
the deflection on the top ring was stopped after adding the 
surface In same conditions. 
Bottom: Deformation Diagram 
Show Loading was the major concern in structure simulation 
Member Size: 114.3mm = 
Joint Condition: Fixed 
Boundoiy CondiUon: Fixed 
Column Height: 18m 
Upper Ring Diometer 25m 
I； Distributed Surfoc© Load lOkPo on the top surface (Assuming each column is reponsible for GOOsqm 
• Setf Material Weight 
Ratio Variation Study 
爾 y 
bove: Loodmg Condition Diagram 
Middle: Suftoce Stress D t a ^ m 
Bottom: Deformation Diagram 
:114.3mm = 4.5 
I： Linear Load 75kN/m on Upper Ring (Assuming eoch cotumn is reponsible for GOOsqm 
Buddha & Bodhi Tree 
The design development had once felt into a sticky 
situation: should the structure avoid or involve In the space 
or in another words, the degree of involvement in spatial 
Referenced to the initial approach which intended to 
bring new life to the Grottos, the decision was having the 
space enriched by the structure by providing alternative 
pathways. Besides maintaining the original peaceful 
environment and sense of holiness mentioned, the 
intention of the involvement of the structure was rising the 
interest of exploration and discovery to the visitors. 
Least ivolvement In spatial experience? 
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Or actively provoke the exploration? 
Previous Studio Works 
Buddha & Bodhi Tree 
Form Determination 
Roof surface was defined by two composite curves. The 
upper curve was a combination of a curve which followed 
the boundary of the crafted zone and the profile curve of 
the cliff. The lower curve was formed by a curve which 
emphasized the relationship of each chamber and a curve 
which gradually increased the internal space referenced 
to the increasing height of the cliff. The surface formed 
naturally provided a slope between 20-30 degrees which 
allows the snow to slip to the ground. 
Instead of linear arrangement, the columns were arranged 
in zigzag pattern. As mentioned that the intention was 
actively provoking the exploration. Nevertheless the 
pattern created larger and more define spaces for 
congregation. It also enhances the structural stability of 
the shelter by forming a triangular relationship. 
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Buddha & Bodhi Tree 
Experience and Sequence 
The spaces defined by the columns became the front 
chamber and the spaces Inside the columns were 
exhibition rooms as supporting elements of the Grottos, 
Since the roof surface was define by two composite 
which gradually Increased in height and width 
inside would become wider and wider along the journey. 
At the same time, the excitement of adventure would be 
replaced by peaceful environment and holiness. 
Right: Renderings from 
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Buddha & Bodhi Tree 
Construction 
The main structure could be constructed either by Mass-
The New Trade Fair Milan in Italy designed by 
Massimiliano Fuksas and the Sendal Mediateque In 
Japan design by Toyo Ito were the major precedents and 
evidences to prove the feasibility of the design. 
A joint-university research on mass-customization was done based on the design. The research was part of the research pf the submmited design and 
exhibit in a local exhibition. The objectives were to explore and develop a joint which could provide flexibility for various member length, tilting and adjacent 
angle between members and optimize the structure according to the limitation to the joint. 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Spa 
Location: West Kowloon. Hong Kong 
Model. Rapid 
Prototyping 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparison between Pin-Joint and Fixed Join 
Comparison between Overall Form with and without Cantilever 
<6m(H) 
il Weight 
Submitted Design Project 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Digital Advancement in Structure Analysis 
To familiar with the recent digital media on structure 
analysis, the Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) 
was chosen as the precedent for a structural analysis 
The basic module of the roof is £ 
curvature. With the given form, the study explained the 
benefit of applying pin-joint by reducing the moment. 
Each module was mainly composited by steel tube with 
three various sizes. The comparison proved the various 
member sizes shift the moment pattern and increased the 
efficiency in terms of material consumption according to 
the different moment distribution. 
Instead of acting purely as an external shelter, the overall 
form analysis revealed the structure role of the cantilever. 
The existence of the cantilever helps the pressure to 
concentrate on the central area of each module instead of 
concentrating on the pin-joints. 
The exercise proved, with the help of digital media, we 
咖 understand and optimize structure performance of 
Trimmed Edge as Light Opening 
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Roof Composition Study 
Submitted Design Project 
甚i 
Submined Destgn Proiect 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Research Study 
As mentioned in the previous studio work, the joint-
university research was part of the thesis design. 
In additional to joint details, the research demonstrate the 
precision by introducing photogrammetry. 
Triangulation Is the principle used by photogrammetry 
to produce 3"dimensional point measurements. By 
mathematically intersecting converging lines in space, 
the precise location of the point could be determined. 
Photogrammetry could measure multiple points at a time 
^ virtually no limit on the number of simultaneously 
triangulated points. 
The assembling process was supervised by comparing the 
data collected from photogrammetry to the digital model 
Single-Point and Mulll-Point Triongu丨ation 
ft： 
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Right; ApplicoUon of Triangulation ii 
Submitted Design Project 
Module Arrangement Study 
Spiral, Clockwise Spiral. Anti-clockwise 
© + 春 
Scattering, Center 
Structure Simulation and Comparison - Straight Line and Curve 
Member Type: Pipe, Hot Roll Steel 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Initial Exploration 
Same as the pervious project, a form which is similar to a 
reversed cone and guided by parabola was chosen as the 
starting point. The reason was its simplicity as a module 
which often appears In nature and architectural history. 
Different to the previous project as a simple shelter with 
single space, the structure developed by the module 
should be able to provide multMevel spaces. Therefore 
the first exercise was finding a way to stack the module 
efficiently. 
To simplify the exercise, abstracted form of the module, 
a plastic cup were chosen. In order to have the modules 
stacked efficiently, the module must be arranged inversely 
in alternative levels and without touching the other 
.Under the same principles, a 
i built with the original curved module. 
A structural simulation comparison between the overall 
structures formed by the abstracted straight module 
and original curved module was done to understand the 
structure performance. The two simulations were done 
>vith same module size, no. of elements, loading condition, 
materia丨,and size. 
From the surface tension diagram of the overall structure, 
first diagram has a clear linear pattern suggest a linear 
force flow. Unlike the former one, the second diagram 
幼ows that the structure provides alternative path way for 
It suggested that the first one acts similar to a column 
structure with linear force flow, while the second one acts 
like a shell structure which has a 3-dimensional force 
flow. It could also be explained that the second one could 
read as a structure formed by < 
Obviously, the former 
terms of structure performance and construction as a 
column structure. However, on the basis of providing a 
fluid and organic 
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Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Parametric Study on Grid Variations 
Without changing the basic structure principles founded, a 
parametric study on grid variations was done to Investigate 
the spatial qualities given by each variation and the 
I. The grids selected initially were 
,distorted grid and hexagonal grid. The fourth 
option, the composite grid, was eventually developed from 
the findings based on the first three variations. 
Despite the complexity of the basic structure and grid 
variations, basically it was a single surface which 
separated the volume into two spaces (A+B Spaces). 
Along the surface, the two volumes cannot touch each 
other and the dominant/ recessive space relationship shifts 
alternative between space A and B in each level. 
One of the differences between the grid variations was the 
degree of differentiation between A+B Spaces. Besides, 
they showed the differences on the sense of randomness 
Compared to standard grid, the distorted standard grid 
has richer spatial qualities and implications. The grid 
can further differentiating A+B Spaces by creating two 
ranges of module sizes and it naturally provides sense of 
randomness with the various module sizes. 
Hexagonal grid has similar quality as standard grid except 
it provides various degree of enclosure. Each Module is 
surrounded by either 3 or 6 other modules in alternative 
Though the alternatives of the standard grid can enrich 
the spatial qualities and implications, all three grids cannot 
have reasonable range of various module sizes, which is 
fundamental for program applications. The fourth option, 
the composition grid was developed as the resolution. 
The center of the composite grid was the hexagonal grid 
and the pattern gradually transformed to the distorted 
standard grid. In additional to size variations and qualities 
mentioned in the two primary grids, the advantage of a 
composite grid was a dear hierarchy of space from the 
center to the edge. 
In terms of structural performance, no significant difference 
could be found between the variations. The surface 
tension of the horizontal surface gradually increases from 
top to bottom which might lead to failure of the structure. 
After the consultation with engineer, assuming the module 
height is 6m, the maximum height of the structure could be 
48m equivalent four levels. 
Composite Grid 
within Each Levels of Each Space 
Each Module is Surrounded by varios number 
of Olhor Modules (關）within Each Level 
Primofy Spatial Feature 
Each Module is Surrounded by same number 
of Olhor Modules (4) within Each Level 
Limited Variations in Module Sizes 
within Each Levels of Each Space 
Each Moduio is SuTTOundod by same number 
of Other Modules (4) vyithin Each Lovol 
Each Module in A Space ts surrounded by 6 Other Modules 
and Each Module in B Spaces surrounded by 3 Other 
within Each Levets of Each Space 
Each Modulo is Surrcxxided by same numbor 
o(OtherMo(3ulos(3or6)within Each Level 
Submitted Design Project Submtttod Design Projoct 
Submtttod Design Projoct 
Strcutural Implication 
Site Implication 
Exhibition and Performance Art 
Submitted Design Projec  
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
To simplify the design constraint, a virgin land in Hong 
Kong West Kowloon Cultural District wtth simple context 
The district was planned by the local government as an 
art center of Hong Kong with various museums, galleries, 
theater and educational facilities related to art The 
selected site is the entrance of the district in the master 
layout plan. The site is next to the Victoria Harbour which 
allows more alternatives In construction and ventilation 
Concerning the spatial implications and the site context, 
the programme chosen was an educational art center of 
exhibition and performance art which acted as the urban 
fabric defining the entrance plaza of the district. 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
As the first step, programmes of space A and B were 
decided as peiformance art and exhibition art. The single 
enormous space at the center in space A could be the 
auditorium and the relatively smaller spaces In a form of 
consecutive ring in space B could be the galleries. 
Programmes were then arranged according to the 
hierarchy given by the structure and the nature of each 
programme. Primarily, the hierarchy was the performance 
spaces (Pe) at the center, practicing/ learning spaces 
(Pr+L) at the middle and spaces for the educational staff 
ES Pr+L P 6 Pr+L ES 
Secondly, according to the dominant/recessive property of 
the A+B Spaces, for each level the dominant space would 
be regarded as serve space (Se) and the recessive space 
would be regarded as servant space. 
Se )sv( Se 
With the basic strategies of applying in the programmes 
and referenced to the precedents like the Hong Kong 
Academy for Performing Arts, the composite grid was 





Module Diameter (m) “ 
Right Working Drawing, 
fy of Vertical Connections, 
ant and Recessive Space 
Following the centers of each module, the boundary was 
determined by number of rooms, site context and the 
spatial implications would be implied by the form. In order 
to break the regularity and formality, the form defined 
by the boundary was not symmetrical and was further 
distorted according to the site context. 
Horizontal circulation was then introduced by offsetting 
the modules. The horizontal surface created became 
the buffer zone for modifying each module. Distortion of 
each module breaks the formality of the pattern which was 
developed by circles. 
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Submitted Design Project Submtttod Design Projoct 
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Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Vertical circulation was divided into passive (P) and active 
(A) means. The active circulation served as the major 
access for all users Into the building and the passive one 
Considering the accessibility, the active circulations 
were located at the peripheral except the one for 
loading/unloading. The distance between each active 
The elevator for loading/unloading served mainly for 
the exhibition galleries in space B and located at the 
A ES Pr+L p P e p Pr+L ES 
1 the practicing/ 
leaning zone (Pr+L) which was the major habitation zorv 
for the students and educational staff. Combined with th 
active circulation, user could reach vertical circulation 
within 30m. 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Ground Floor Plan +4.00 
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1 absolute boarder which restricted the varieties of circulation, 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Dominant: Space A 
ictice Room (Visual F 
ictice Room (Music) 
First Floor Plan +10. 
Dominant: Space A 




Room (Visual Porformance) 
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and libraiy on the mezzanine level. 
Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
I, Lorge Workshop (Inslollation/ Sculpture) 
I. Small Workshop (Pointing) 
sum Room 
Recessive: Space B 
1. Control Room 
^ ^ ^ 2. Lecture Room 
\ — 3. Libraiy 
^ ^ ^ G ^ r a l Publi；^^ I-
f 6. Practice Room (Visuol F 
/ 、 y / 7. Practice Room (Music) 
(...丄 
Unlike the space A. the central modules formed a consecutive ring in the dominant level of space B. It immediately divided the level into two layers with 
exhibition zone at the center for the general public and practicing space at the peripheral for the apprentice. 




from Structure to Space 
Form and External Views 
’axis along north and south would be more significant. Combined with the different climatic arrangements 
between ground and upper levels, the users could orientate themselves according to the implications. 
Submitted Design Project Submtttod Design Projoct 
2. Exhibition Zone 
3. Gathering Lobby 
4. Large Workshop 
5. Mechtne Room (f 
6. Orchestra R l 
7. Practice Room 
(Installation/ Sculpture) 
13. Smell Workshop (Painting) 
Submitted Design Project Submtttod Design Projoct 
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First Floor Plan +10, 
Dominant: Space A 
Auditorium (1800 Seats) 
PantiY 
9 Room (Visual Pefformanco) 
ion 
10. Refr&shmc 
11. Reversal Room (Music) 
12. Rehersal Room (Visual Performance) 
Security Ro 
i. Souvenir 
i. Education £ 
(.Storage 
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Dominant: Space A 
First Floor Plan +10. 
Dominant: Space A 
6. Practice Room (Visual Porfonnancco) 
7. Practico Room (Music) 
T T i f e ) 
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t y ^ . C :.Exhibition Zone kLarpeWor1(shop(l 
I. Small Workshop (Painting) 
(.Staff Room 
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Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
Materialization and Construction 
Instead of assembling of prefabricated concrete modules, 
the structure was considered to be built by sprayed 
concrete with the mass-customized steel frame work. 
The decision was based from structure properties and 
flexibility. 
From the initial structure analysis, the performance of 
structure developed is similar to a shell structure which 
has a 3-dimensional force flow. Modulated structure which 
is assembled by joints might limit the ways of the force 
flow and the efficiency of prefabricating modules with 
various shapes would not be high. 
Steel frame assembled by mass-customized members 
allows greater flexibility and precision in constructing 
module with various shapes and sizes. Sprayed concrete 
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Appreciating Nature, 
from Structure to Space 
For me, appreciating nature through architecture is neither 
from the abstracted proportions nor mimicking a specific 
What I concern is how to bring the essence of nature into 
our habitation through architecture. While we use the 
space, people could have different interpretations and 
imaginations related to various elements in nature. 
,beginning of appreciating the 
m 
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Logic Development 
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,Comparison and Understanding 
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Programme, Hierarchy, Site ai 
Appreciating Nature, 
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